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When we are assessing speaking, we guide the examinees talk by the tasks that we 

give them. The most typical way of arranging speaking tests is to assess examinees one 

at a time, often in an interview format. This became a standard when oral assessment 

was first introduced in the 1950s, and in the following 30 years the format was not 

really questioned even though test methods for other skills were criticised and revised. 

 Although individual testing is costly in terms of examiner time, it is flexible in that 

the questions can be adapted to each examinee's performance, and it gives the testers a 

lot of control over what happens in the interaction. However, the fact that the 

interviewer has considerable power over the examinee in an interview has been 

recognised as one of the central weaknesses of this test type. The interlocutor initiates 

all phases of the interaction and asks the questions, whereas the role of the examinee is 

to comply and answer. In other types of interactions, such as discussions or 

conversations, the rights and responsibilities of the participants to take the initiative are 

more balanced, and interviews do not give direct evidence of the examinee‘s ability to 

deal with these demands. Yet they do provide the examinees with an opportunity to 

show a range of how well they can speak the language, so they do work as tests. 

However, for some purposes, the evidence may need to be broader. 

A one-to-one test does not necessarily need to be an unstructured, interlocutor-led  

interview. It can be structured and contain a number of different tasks. A typical 

structured interview would begin much like as an unstructured one, with a warm-up 

discussion of a few easy questions such as getting to know each other or talking about 

the day's events. The main interaction, then, would contain the pre-planned tasks, such 

as describing or comparing pictures, narrating from a picture series, talking about a pre-

announced or examiner-selected topic, or possibly a role- play task or a reverse 
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interview where the examinee asks questions of the interviewer. In some professionally 

oriented tests, the examinee gives a prepared presentation for which he or she has 

received instructions in advance, and the presentation is followed by a discussion with 

the examinee in his or her expert role. In another context, the test might be a discussion 

of some texts and/ or videos that the examinee has read or viewed before the interview. 

The test would end in a wind-down phase where the aim is to put the examinee at ease. 

The choice of tasks for the main part of the test (description, narrative, topic-based 

discussion, etc.) depends on the kind of information that is needed from the scores.  

Given the limitations of the individual interview as a test mode, one alternative is to 

interview pairs. There are three arguments in favour of doing this. The first is the wish 

to include more types of talk than the traditional interview and thus broaden the 

evidence gathered about the examinees‘ skills. The second has to do with the 

relationship between testing and teaching, either in the sense of wishing to influence 

teaching so as to encourage more pair work in classes, or in the sense of repeating in 

testing what is happening in teaching already. The third reason is economical, as 

interviewing pairs reduces the amount of examiner time needed for conducting the tests. 

The point about paired interviews is that during the main part of the test the examinees 

are asked to interact with each other, with the examiner observing rather than taking 

part in the interaction directly. 

Paired interviews are used in the five examinations of the Cambridge main suite, for 

example. These are the Key English Test, the Preliminary English Test, the First 

Certificate in English, the Certificate in Advanced English, and the Certificate     of 

Proficiency in English. In each test, the interaction begins with a warm-up, in which the 

examinees introduce themselves to the interlocutor or, if they know each other, they 

introduce each other. This is followed by two pair interaction tasks. The first is based on 

colour photographs and involves each examinee comparing and contrasting two of them 

while the other examinee listens and then makes a short comment. The second task uses 

one or more photographs, artwork or computer graphics as a basis for a pair interaction 

task where the examinees come to a jointly negotiated conclusion. The examinees 

spend three minutes on the first picture-based task and four minutes on the second. The 
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final task in the test is a three-way discussion with the two examinees and the 

interlocutor about a general theme that is related to the earlier discussion. 

Other pair tasks might be instructing another examinee to draw a graph or a route 

on a map, constructing a story together when each of the speakers knows half of it, or 

making a joint decision or recommendation on an issue presented in the task material. 

While contrived to some extent, these tasks generate peer-to-peer talk, and because the 

participants do not know the information the other one has they provide a genuine 

purpose for the interaction. In less structured task formats, the information to be 

discussed may not be given in the task materials. For example, pairs may be asked to 

discuss a topic from a number of angles for a certain amount of time. In most if not all 

types of pair tasks, the speaker roles and responsibilities are different from those of the 

interviewee, and this is how the tasks offer broader evidence about, the examinees' 

interaction skills. 

While paired tasks have many advantages, there are also challenges. The examinees' 

talk is almost inevitably influenced by the other participant's personality, 

communication style and possibly also language level. The concern is that all test takers 

may not get an equal opportunity to show their speaking skills at their best. When the 

effects of different pair characteristics on scores have been investigated, the results have 

shown that the influence is small, and sometimes different studies provide contradictory 

results about what characteristics boost or deflate them. This may be because there are 

so many variables that their combined effect on different individuals is difficult to 

predict, but also because raters probably take not of the different interaction features and 

they affect their ratings in complex ways. The upshot from all this for classroom testing 

is that scores from paired interactions must be interpreted with care, and if there is more 

than one test, different pairings could be tried at different times. For formal tests of 

speaking, it means that, validity studies have to be conducted about the possible effect 

of differences between pairs on the scores. This is based on the rationale that, if the 

scores are interpreted as generalisable evidence about each examinees ability to interact 

with peers, the scores should not be affected by different communication partners. 
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Another feature of paired tasks that testers often feel uncertain about is the amount 

of responsibility that they give to the examinees, who are not trained in interview 

techniques. But control over exactly what will be said in the interaction is not the issue 

with paired tasks. Rather, what the developers need to ensure is that the instructions and 

task materials are clear enough to facilitate the discussion and that the examinees know 

what kind of performances will earn them good results. In addition, the developers may 

want to make sure that they have a safety mechanism in place in case a pair task fails to 

work for some unpredictable reason. This could be an interlocutor asking additional 

questions if one of the examinees has said too little, or a spare task that can be used if a 

pair just cannot get started at all on the standard task. These solutions are only possible 

if there is an examiner monitoring the pair work, however. If the pair work is done in a 

language classroom without direct teacher monitoring and it proves later that the task 

has not worked with one pair, new testing, possibly with a different pair, might be the 

easiest solution. 

It may be unfair to rate the examinees only when the test discourse is jointly 

created. The interviewer‘s proficiency level is often not an issue, but personality and 

communication style certainly are. There are several examples of this in a conversation 

analytic study where one examinee was tested by two different interviewers. One was 

explicit and supportive. She made elaboration requests clearly (Tell me more about...) 

and indicated comprehension and interest in her feedback turns. This helped the exam-

inee say more and thus made her appear a willing and able communication partner, 

which the raters recognised in their scores. The other interviewer‘s questioning 

strategies were much more inexplicit. He asked closed questions (yes-no and or 

questions) more frequently and he often asked for elaboration indirectly by repeating a 

phrase that the examinee had used. The examinee often (mis)interpreted this as a request 

for confirmation and simply said yes or mm instead of elaborating. The interviewer 

paused to give the examinee more time to respond, and this created an impression of a 

dysfluent and reticent speaker. The raters marked the performance accordingly. The 
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upshot for examination boards is an encouragement to analyse interlocutor behaviour 

and give them feedback to ensure fair testing conditions for all examinees. 

Like pair work, group interaction tasks are also generally well received by learners. 

But perhaps because of administrative concerns about managing the sizes of groups and 

the mixture of ability levels in them, they are not often used in formal tests of speaking. 

In classroom assessment, however, group discussions, or individual presentations 

followed by group discussion, can be quite practical, and they serve the purpose of 

practising speaking and generating learner talk quite well. They are also efficient, and 

they can support learning quite well, especially if learners also participate in the 

assessment process. 

As an example, Fulcher (1996) used discussion on education in the participants' 

home countries as a group task. At the start of the task, each student received a task card 

with some ideas for the content of the discussion, and they were given 10 minutes to 

prepare individually what they were going to say. After the preparation time, they were 

invited to discuss the subject with each other for 15 minutes. Beyond being encouraged 

to listen to each other and ask questions, they were not given instructions about how to 

structure the discussion. 

As is evident from the example above, once a group task is started, it is likely to go 

on for quite a long time, perhaps up to 30 minutes. Part of this may be spent in 

preparation, but the discussion is also going to take quite a while because all the 

participants must have a chance to talk for a sufficient length of time so their 

performance can be assessed. It is common that, once the task gets going, the examiner 

does not intervene in the discussion but, instead, the examinees manage the discussion 

themselves. Thus, as with pair tasks, it is important that the task is sufficiently clear and 

sufficiently motivating for all participants, and that everyone understands the rules for 

managing the interaction and providing each with other opportunities to speak. 

Moreover, if the participants also take part in the assessment, they need to know what 

criteria they should apply. One way of doing this is creating the criteria together with 

the examinees, or modifying a basic set of criteria that the teacher brings into the class. 

Responsibility for monitoring the progress of the testing may be an issue, and if several 
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groups are working at the same time the discussions might be recorded, or the groups 

might be asked to report back to the whole class. The records can serve in assessment, 

but they may also be used in self-reflection of speaking skills, for example by asking 

students to transcribe sections of their talk. This activity is helpful for the development 

of students‘ speaking skills. 
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